
Additional Services by PB Publishing Video
! Digital Photography
! Web movies and documentaries
! Slide shows 
! DVD burning of your personal video tapes
! 360 degree panoramas
! Compression of movies for internet delivery
! Scripting
! Voice narration

Who can dispute the value of a good story? 
Your life, the lives of your family members are all good stories. 

Now preserve them with a Personal Video Biography!
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Personal Video Biographies
Creating gifts of a  life time by preserving the personal memories of parents and friends.

PB Publishing



Payment and Production
All our PB Publishing Video services require a 50% deposit prior to our arrival at your home or office. The remaining balance is due upon completion of your video. 
Production of your video biography may  take up to one month to complete. 
You must have all your materials, such as photos and other interview subjects ready on the day that we arrive for the interview. If you do not have all items ready, the interview will be rescheduled. Please note that while we can add extra items during the production period, there will be extra charges.
Our video is made with an XL1 digital camera. Editing is done on a MAC G4 using Final Cut Pro and DVD Studio Pro. Output is to NTSC. 
MasterCard, Visa and Personal Checks accepted.

Examples of Video Biography Packages
We produce family histories and life stories on video, from photos and memorabilia to full documentary-style biographies. Choose from the following packages:
One hour  interview in your home, recorded on digital tape and burned to DVD. Choose up to five  of your own photos  to include in the video.......... starting from $275
Add a dimension to the one hour video above  by including narration with your photos, video tape or other memorabilia.. Our staff will be delighted to assist you in writing and narrating your own script - or we can provide these services for you. Select a male or female narrator.......... starting from $375

A personal biography - just like the shows you see on television. Photos, memorabilia and personal interviews of significant people in your life are blended together to preserve your life story. 
.......starting from $500

Additional DVD copies are available for  a nominal fee

Your Video can last a century!
Have you ever wanted to preserve a life story or the testimonial of a loved one, a colleague or a friend? Did you know that you can now do this easily with modern technology in very high quality sound and video? DVD tape and DVD discs can be used to store memories of the past without fear of deterioration. The media can kept for at least a 100 years.  Imagine your grandchildren and their children being able to see and hear you talk about your life 50 or 100 years from now! 
PB Publishing Video  offers you an opportunity to record details of your life or those of someone important to you and to pass those recollections along as  a  treasured gift  from generation to generation. 

Interviews can be edited or left intact for content. If you have photos or other memorabilia, these can be included as well when we edit the interview session and transfer it to  DVD (or VHS tape if you wish). For a more polished presentation you may wish to consider narration and music.

Interviews are personally conducted by  a qualified interviewer and videotaped using a Canon XL1 Digital Camcorder. Our interviewer will ask you poignant, interesting, and personalized questions about your family and career. You'll be asked about the  important milestones and times in your life.
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